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Market movers

The month on month movements below reflect raw commodity pricing and not NHS Supply Chain: Food actual pricing movements.

These products have been chosen based on spend and frequency of use within the average lunch menu. The movements below are inclusive of 
any potential component parts. For example, milk will impact everything from cream to a béchamel sauce within a ready meal. 

Sources: Mintec and AHDB 

*Largest decrease*Largest increase Published: 6 December 2018
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Hot beverages

Over the past few months, coffee bean prices have gone from 
a 12-year low, to a recent surge. This is mainly due to the 
Brazilian elections and USD/Brazilian Real exchange rates. 

The industry is now looking to the weather to assess crop 
prospects for 2019. The major growing locations where our 
suppliers source coffee from; Brazil, Mexico, and Vietnam, all 
experienced heavy rainfalls in October and November which is 
good for production, so the 2019 crop forecasts are looking 
positive. If normal rainfall continues over the next five months, 
availability should be high and prices low.

Vietnam estimates that more than 40% of its current robusta
coffee crop has now been harvested. This is slightly ahead of 
where we would expect them to be for the time of year with the 
harvest due to peak in the next couple of weeks before 
finishing at the end of December. Coffee volumes from this 
new crop are forecasted at 29-31m bags (up 2.2m year on 
year), another bumper crop, so it’s fair to assume there will be 
a significant global surplus of coffee next year. That said, some 
reports claim this earlier harvest has seen some coffee fruits  
empty of beans or producing smaller beans than normal. 

Top tips
Coffee farmers spend months planting, harvesting, processing and 
packing your beans. Here are some top tips to ensure profitability for 
your site:
• Don’t leave coffee bags open to the air, beans will go stale and 

the quality will deteriorate
• Likewise, don’t fill your coffee hopper right to the top. Again, the 

beans will become stale
• Grind your coffee on demand, that way you won’t waste any 

beans and your coffee will be beautifully fresh
• Avoid it going to waste. Bag your coffee grinds and offer them to 

your customers. They work wonders in the garden as a fertiliser
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One of our hot beverage suppliers, Jacobs Douwe Egberts (JDE), have collated insight into the selling prices across a number of high-street coffee 
shop businesses. It’s our recommendation you align your RSPs to the high street brands.

*All prices are correct as of 26 November 2018. 

Hot beverages

Costa Starbucks Greggs

Espresso Regular £1.70 £1.95 £1.40
Large/double £2.00 £2.25 -

Americano
Small £2.10 £2.65 £1.60

Medium £2.40 £3.00 -
Large £2.70 £3.20 -

Latte
Small £2.45 £3.00 £1.90

Medium £2.75 £3.35 -
Large £3.05 £3.55 -

Cappuccino
Small £2.45 £3.00 £1.90

Medium £2.75 £3.35 -
Large £3.05 £3.55 -

Flat white Regular £2.70 £3.00 £1.90
Large - - -

Hot chocolate
Small £2.70 £3.15 £1.90

Medium £2.95 £3.40 -
Large £3.30 £3.75 -

Mocha
Small - £3.40 £1.90

Medium - £3.75 -
Large - - -

Tea
Small £2.10 £2.25 £1.00

Medium - £2.50 -
Large - £2.75 -
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Milk
Summer droughts had caused slow milk production and there 
were concerns this would have a longer-term impact. However, 
unexpected mild weather in October and November has meant 
farmers have been able to leave cows outside to graze on the 
grass for longer, improving milk production levels and therefore 
pricing. With the offset of EU Exit, it’s good to know that the UK 
is self-sufficient for milk production, so we don’t expect there to 
be concerns with supply.

Cream, butter and cheese
With improved availability, commodity markets have shown a 
steady decline in price. In particular, cream and butter prices 
have decreased rapidly due to high levels of stock, combined 
with lower demand as a result of previously high prices.

Butter and mozzarella are known to determine the market within 
the dairy industry. This is due to production lead times being 
short, so price changes are seen immediately. Mozzarella 
however, is in high demand in emerging markets, which is 
protecting it from any current price decreases. The opposite is 
true for mild and mature cheeses which take longer to produce. 
This means price changes may not be seen until they are ready 
to sell which could be anything from three to 18 months.

Dairy

UK Wholesale Prices Source: AHDB Dairy

£/tonne Oct-18 Nov-18 MOM 
(%) Nov-17 YOY (%)

Bulk cream 1,840 1,830 -1% 2,100 -13%

Butter 4,100 3,750 -9% 4,500 -17%

Skimmed Milk 
Powder 1,380 1,420 +3% 1,270 +12%

Mild cheddar 3,000 2,860 -5% 3,265 -12%
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The effects of this summer’s droughts are still being felt with severe 
challenges on the quality and availability of root vegetables. Because of 
the summer weather, the yields and quality are not at their usual levels 
and carrot and onion prices are up 50% year on year as a result. 
Potatoes are even higher at 90% year on year; but this does vary slightly 
depending on the specification. It’s unlikely we’ll see any real relief on 
pricing due to yield issues across Northern Europe.

Whilst we’re seeing legacy quality issues on the UK crop, it’s not all bad 
news. The majority of our winter fruit and vegetables move from the UK 
and Holland to Spain which will help us maintain product quality and 
availability. 

The most cost effective root crops for this time of year are swede, 
butternut squash and sweet potatoes as they are less vulnerable to the 
bad weather.

We’re also hearing positive updates from our growers of new crops:

Peppers – The volume of Spanish peppers is increasing, and quality is 
improving as the season progresses

Raspberries – The UK season has finished so we have moved to 
Portuguese fruit. Berries are in great condition; excellent flavour and 
large in size!

Courgettes – The Spanish courgette crop is thriving, with good sizes 

being harvested, great colours and delicious flavours. No signs of 
softness from tip to toe

Avocado – The Peruvian and South African avocado season has 
produced a good quality crop with good numbers. We are now harvesting 
from Chile and it looks like a fantastic yield

Grapes – Grapes from Greece, Brazil and Spain are producing great 
size berries that are packed full of flavour, sturdy on the vine and holding 
up well. In three weeks, we will move out of Brazilian fruit and into 
Peruvian for the crimson variety.

Fruit and vegetables
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Fish and seafood

Cold waters in winter provide us with firm, excellent quality white fish such as 
cod and haddock. However, reductions to quotas in the Barents Sea by 6.5% 
mean prices remain high and currently up 9% month on month (MOM). 

Mackerel
The Scottish quota season of mackerel has now ended, and the remaining 
fish become increasingly difficult to access. As a result, we’ve seen a 20% 
MOM price increase. It’s worth considering switching to alternatives such as 
gilt head bream, where prices have eased by an average of 4%, offering 
savings of up to 16%.

Lemon sole
Prices are now 42% higher MOM due to limited supply and high demand for 
crayfish in China has resulted in low availability across Europe and 
subsequently inflated prices.

Salmon
Prices are continuing to rise in the run up to Christmas, now 4.7% higher 
MOM. To mitigate costs and ease pressure on salmon stocks, you could try 
opting for strong or flavoured smoked salmon and use it more sparingly. 
Chalk stream trout is a great alternative for a festive dinner, availability is 
good, and prices are stable. 
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Meat and poultry

Pork
Pork pricing is stable due to good availability and low demand. With the 
price of pork currently stable, we recommend using pork roasting joints 
such as the shoulder, instead of beef. African swine flu continues to 
spread in China and is a cause for concern on global supply levels. To 
date, health officials have culled 600,000 pigs to control the spread of 
infection. China’s ministries of agriculture, transport, and public security, 
warn “African swine fever has spread rapidly to more than half of China’s 
provinces despite measures to contain it”. China is the largest producer 
and consumer of pork, so unless outbreaks can be controlled they will be 
forced to buy from other markets such as the EU and Asia. This will no 
doubt increase the price of pork for the UK due to increased global 
demand. 

Beef
Beef pricing typically tends to increase in the run up to Christmas, but 
this year we are seeing an unexpected decline. A contributing factor is 
likely to be the large increase in cattle being taken to market with 
slaughter numbers up 6% month on month. The market is predicting 
short-term stability in pricing as supply will soon become tight when 
farmers cut their herd sizes for winter. Reports are also indicating that 
farmers are uncertain about Brexit and downsizing their herds to reduce 
their risks and liabilities further. Diced beef and roasting joint prices 
remain high due to seasonal demand during the colder months.

Turkey
The supply of turkey has become very tight and this is becoming more 
apparent the closer we get to Christmas. The UK consumes 
approximately 10 million turkeys at Christmas. The ongoing EU import 
ban of Brazilian poultry has left a large shortage of turkeys and chickens 
as the EU purchases a big quantity of poultry from Brazil. Some UK 
farmers capitalised on this earlier in the year and switched from rearing 
turkeys to chickens. This means the UK now has the lowest number of 
turkey producers that we’ve had in years. Seasonal demand, increased 
feed prices and limited supply have caused turkey prices to become 
extremely volatile and price increases are expected. 
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Dried fruit and nuts
The majority of UK raisin and sultana suppliers source from California 
and Turkey – two of the key producing regions, accounting for 50% of 
global supply. Both Californian and Turkish prices will remain high. For 
Turkish produce this is because poor weather has reduced the available 
volumes, whilst the Californian produce occupies a slightly different 
space in the market, with growers feeling they can command high prices. 
In general, there is greater global demand for sultanas because they are 
cheaper, so if you’re planning menus and ingredients, sultanas will 
always be the more cost effective option.

The difference between raisins and sultanas
Sultanas and raisins are very similar. In fact, they derive from the same 
grape. The only difference is the drying process. Raisins are dried 
straight from the vine without treatment and left to dry for longer to 
encourage the darker colour. Sultanas are treated with a liquid solution 
to speed up the drying process before being laid to dry, and this retains 
the lighter colour of the grape.

Brazils
Brazil nuts are appearing more on menus as pricing has stabilised and 
supply is recovering. Due to the lower price, we are now starting to see 
early signs of a recovery in demand from Western Europe and the US.

Cashews
With the new crop starting to come in, it is looking like we should see a 
downward shift in price to bring us closer to the historical average. 

Sunflower seeds
The majority of sunflower seeds are sourced from Bulgaria and China. 
The long, hot summer has had a positive effect on the Bulgarian crop. 
This means the new season opening prices are a little lower than at the 
end of last season.

Grocery



NHS Supply Chain: Food – sourcing calendar

Our sourcing calendar provides you with an overview of all our food procurement activity. Above the line, in blue, shows when our procurement team 
will commence our sourcing activity. Below the line, in green, is our anticipated implementation date. 

Food 
to go

*anticipated 
implementation 

in July 2020

Cold beverages, 
confectionery
and snacks

Hot beverage 
and vending 
consumables

Ready 
prepared meals 
and distribution

Fresh, frozen 
and ambient 

foods

Jan 
19

Feb 
19

Mar
19

Apr 
19

May
19

Jun
19

Key:
Sourcing commences

Anticipated implementation
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Richard 
Gray

Mel McColgan

Laura 
Jurczak

Diane 
McKie 

Natasha 
Hansell

Jenna 
Hill 

Toby 
Cheetham

David 
Gillham

Andrew 
Wilson

Contact your Account Manager

North
Richard Gray
Email: richard.gray3@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07795 047 464

Andrew Wilson
Email: andrew.wilson7@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07920 365 337

Laura Jurczak
Email: laura.jurczak@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07787 273 907

Midlands
Toby Cheetham
Email: toby.cheetham@supplychain.nhs.uk  
Phone: 07443 810868

Mel McColgan
Email: melanie.mccolgan@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07484 342 585

South
Natasha Hansell
Email: natasha.hansell@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07976 390 892

David Gillham
Email: david.gillham@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07974 240 527

Jenna Hill
Email: jenna.hill@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07487 761 630

Diane McKie
Email: diane.mckie@supplychain.nhs.uk
Phone: 07795 686 008
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